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Why are we afraid of change? How fear of loss holds us back

https://www.unstuck.com/advice/fear-change-loss/

We hate seeing financial — and emotional — investments go to waste/away

“Losses hurt twice as much as gain feels good”

We struggle with the short-term sacrifice required to achieve a bigger goal

We get regret wrong

We think the devil we know is better than the devil we don’t

By Libby Copeland

https://www.unstuck.com/advice/fear-change-loss/


5 Key 
Leadership 
Skills for Child 
Welfare 
Leaders  

Be Open To LearningLearn

Have Vision and Get Others in Alignment Vision

Build Trust to Gain Influence and Power Trust

Model Effective Communication Across Groups and 
Levels   Communicate

Be Self Aware:  Know the Impact of Your Preferences on 
OthersSelf Aware



How to Support Better Alignment

Understand that you have multiple 
ways people process and take in 
information.  Do you take that into 
consideration in preparing for your 
meetings? 

How much time to do actually spend
with those that are struggling to 
align?  How are you effectively 
communicating with them and how 
often? 

Are you aware of your preferences 
and understand how your reactions 
when stressed can impact your 
stakeholders?

Effective Messaging of the change 
you seek to obtain. 



Learning Agility:
Be Open to Learning 

• New Leaders and Existing Leaders Are Often 
Thrust into Making Critical Decisions Quickly 
with little information to guide them

• Having Little or No Information, or getting the 
‘10,000 foot’ perspective often makes 
decisions seems simple when they are often 
complex 

• Leaders that make decisions in this space are 
often overwhelmed with fall-out impact of 
the initial decision 

• Without continued learning of the problem, 
or thorough learning and understanding of 
the problems, you can create more problems 
and get overwhelmed quickly and lose 
confidence of your staff/stakeholders 
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The Dunning Kruger Effect 

• Leaders Should Always Be Aware of where 
they in their knowledge when projecting 
confidence 

• Are you really an expert or are you just the 
boss?  

• Have you engaged the experts and influencers 
of the problem you are trying to fix?

• Having experts and influencers part of your 
decision-making team provides appropriate 
confidence in your proposed solutions 

• Let people know where you are, they will 
respect it and also be more apt to try and 
share in your learning journey as opposed to 
be critical 



Collaborative 
Role

Subordinate 
Role

Supervisor 
Role

Person

Person, Role, System Framework Tips

• Each Of Us Works in Several Roles 
Throughout the Day (Peer, 
Supervisor, Subordinate)

• It is critical that when making 
decisions, you get information from 
each level or think about each level 
involved in the problem when 
creating solutions 

• Check Your Personal Opinions and 
Remember Your Role/Title, and the 
Influence You Have in the System 



Results in the Center Tip Sheet

• Put the Desired Result or Issue 
in the Center 

• Review the Impacted 
Stakeholders, Departments, 
Divisions, Partners that have a 
role in the work 

• List people in their proximity to 
the challenge/issue 

• Assists You In Your Learning and 
Learning More About What You 
Don’t Know to Inform Your 
Decision



Have Vision 
and Get To 
Alignment
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Tools for 
High Action 

and High 
Alignment 

• https://www.aecf.org/blog/new-
leadership-video-achieving-high-
action-and-high-alignment/

https://www.aecf.org/blog/new-leadership-video-achieving-high-action-and-high-alignment/






Build Trust to 
Gain Power 
and Influence
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Is It Better to Be Loved, or Feared?

• Before people decide what they think of your 
message, they decide what they think of you

• Emerging studies show an increasing need for 
leaders to project a level of warmth to build trust 
with staff, peers and stakeholders. 

• During times of change, it is critical for leaders to be 
competent in addition to supportive and caring

• It is critical for leaders to know how to Generate, 
Maintain and Repair Trust 



Warmth + 
Competence 
Trumps 
Strength and 
Confidence 





Quick Exercise 

• Take 2 Minutes and Think Of One Relationship/Person That 
You Need to either Generate, Maintain or Repair Trust 
With?  What action will you take to generate, maintain or 
repair that trust?



Model Effective 
Communication 
Across Groups 
and Levels 
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Effective Messaging – Getting Clear 
about the Result You Want to Achieve 

• Based on the level of authority and role of people you are 
communicating, sometimes communication is challenging 
(my boss doesn’t listen to me, I have other affinity groups 
that are not in favor and could cause me other issues, I am 
an overworked staff and can’t take on more, etc.) 

• Simple messaging that is concise and repeated is effective 
*the elevator speech*

• Remember in your messaging to balance the information 
based on how people take in information (Sensing, Feeling, 
Judging, Perceiving, etc.) 

• We live in the Twitter and TikTok World…concise and 
consistent are key



Problem or Context

So What?

Solutions

Positive Communications

Benefit /Vision

What is the problem that you are trying to fix?
What are the conditions you are trying to improve?

Why does this matter? 

What will happen if there is no 
change? 

How will people be impacted?

What are the specific strategies you are going to do to fix the 
problem
What data or evidence do you have to support strategies

Who is better off? 

What does the change look 
like? 

Label Your Desired Result



Be Self Aware:  Know The Impact of 
Your Preferences on Others 
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Knowing Your Preferences and Working with other Preference Types 

Every Relationship Has Its Challenges: 

• People with different roles and titles with differing 
levels of authority 

• People with individual experience can bring those 
personal experiences with them into the work 

• People have different preferences on how they 
perceive things from gathering and processing 
information to making decisions

• Different Needs and Agendas



Determining Your Preferences:  Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI)





Quick Exercise

1) Take 5 Minutes and Determine Your MBTI Type

2) After You Have Completed Your Type, Think of a Person 
that you struggle working with (a peer, a boss, a 
subordinate) and complete the MBTI for them 



‘When I am getting ready to reason with 
someone, I spend one-third of my time thinking 
about myself and what I am going to say and 

two-thirds about them and what they are going 
to say.’ 

-- Abraham Lincoln 



Using Type to Manage Change 

Three Resources for Managing Change

Checklist 1

Checklist 2

Checklist 3

Taking Charge of Your Own Needs 
Specific actions to ensure that you get what you need to 
be able to participate effectively in organizational change 

Attending to the Needs of Others  
Specific actions to ensure that you are responding to the 
different needs of your colleagues during organizational change 

Actions Your Organization or Work Group Can Take 
Specific actions your group can implement to respect 
differences within the group and to benefit from the 
contributions of all types 



Checklist 3:  Actions Your Organization or Work Group Can Take During Organizational Change 

Extraversion and Introversion 
• Give information face-to-face in large groups, with opportunities for discussion and questions AND Give information in writing well before 

meetings 
• Tell people how they can offer comments, concerns, and suggestions, with a clear time frame for doing so AND Offer to hear those both in 

group sessions and by email, small groups or individual meetings. 

Sensing and Intuition 
• Give specific data about what is not working and how the proposed changes will respond to that AND Give the big picture, the global situation 

that explains why the change decisions need to be made. 
• Include the how, when, and who information with explicit attention to detail AND Include the overall plan, the flow 

Thinking and Feeling 
• Give the logic behind the changes, including alternatives you considered, with the pros and cons, and invite critique AND Explain the values 

that drive the change plans and invite discussion of values or people you’ve overlooked
• Clarify the fair and equitable way changes will be implemented AND Clarify how the needs of people during the change will be addressed 

Judging and Perceiving 
• State the goals, time frames, and plans clearly AND Define the parameters– what’s already been decided, what’s open.
• Set checkpoints at which progress and direction will be evaluated and midcourse corrections will be made AND Solicit new information and 

experience as the plan progresses (to be used at these evaluation points). 



• 2 Palm Trees
• An Island in 

the Distance
• Sea Shells on 

the Beach 
• 6 Coconuts 

• Vacation 
Resort

• Jimmy Buffet 
Music and a 
Margarita

• Relaxation 



Specific 
Data

Big Picture!



Quick 
Exercise 

• Given Your Preferences for How You Take In and 
Process Information, List One Change or Idea 
That You Have To Better Interact and Align with 
Other Types (Think Specifically of the Person You 
Identified Earlier In the Previous Exercise)

Enter Your Idea/Thought Into the Chat When You 
Are Done  



Tools to Help You Lead 

• Results in the Center:  Knowing Who You Need to Work 
With to Educate Yourself and Who Are the Players You 
Need To Align to Make it A Success (Learning, Vision and 
Alignment) 

• High Action/High Alignment Grid (Vision and Alignment, 
Trust, Self Awareness) 

• Message Box (Effective Messaging, Self Awareness, Vision 
and Alignment)



RESULT: Children are safe traveling 
to and from and inside schools

Parents

Local 
Government

State and 
Federal 

Agencies

Philanthropy

US Dept. of Justice

Business 

Detroit Police  Dept.

Detroit Lighting

Animal Cont.

Detroit YVPI

Kellogg

US Dept. of Education

WC Sheriff

Det. Dept. of 
Trans.

WSU Safety Auth.

Michigan State Police

Theory of Aligned Contributions  Result in the Center

SAMPLE
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Reducing JJ Youth in 
Placement

Problem

Benefits 

Solutions

So What? 

• Local data shows that 86% of youth get rearrested 
within a year of return from placement 

• Studies show that longer stays in placement increase 
public safety risk

• On average it costs $202,000 a year for placement
• Youth re-entering the community do so with no 

aftercare or monitoring  or transitional supports

• Release of youth with aftercare in the form of 
modification to Probation 

• Intensive Case Reviews while in placement and before 
release to better coordinate services back home

• Reduced caseload for Probation Officers to do better 
monitoring 

• Reinvestment of some savings for Community Based 
Alternatives to assist in post discharge supports back 
home, school and community 

• Safer Community by reducing re-
victimization 

• Cost savings that could be 
invested in alternative programs 
and services 

• Tax Savings
• Youth who are better able to 

transition to adulthood

• Youth who come back without 
supports will re-victimize  others  
(56% get an adult conviction by age 
21)

• County taxpayers spend more than 
$8 million annually in Onondaga 
County for these poor results, with 
the majority of county tax dollars 
going out of the County

• Youth in placement return to their 
communities that are not prepared 
or resourced adequately



LOW ACTION, LOW ALIGNMENT 

HIGH ACTION, LOW ALIGNMENT HIGH ACTION, HIGH ALIGNMENT 

LOW ACTION, HIGH ALIGNMENT 

Judge 2 (ENFP)
Attorney for the Child 2 (INFP)
County Legislator (ENFP)
County Finance (ISTJ)

Judge 1 (ISTJ)
Legal Aide Society (ISFP)
Child Advocacy Center (ENTJ)
Voluntary Agency 2 (ISTJ)
CASA (Court Appointed Special Advocate)  

Attorney for the Child 1 (ISFP)
DCFS Commissioner (ENTP)
Kinship Navigator (ESFJ)
Voluntary Agency 1 (ENFJ)
Probation Director (ENFP)

School Leader 1
Judge 3 (ISFP)
Attorney for the Child 3 (ENFJ)
Adoption Services Agency (ISFJ)
Medical Provider Agency (ENTJ)

LOW

LO
W

HIGH

HI
G

H

Works to be in alignment with others 
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• A leader acting on their own agenda
• A leader uninterested in adapting to maximize impact 

• A leader working to strengthen relationships
• A leader implementing shared strategies 

• A leader sitting on the fence
• A leader not connecting with others 

• A leader not in action to implement strategies
• A leader getting to know and connect with others



Tools and Reference Materials 

‘Pointers for Leaders in 
the Pandemic’, Larry 

Hirschhorn, CFAR Brief 

MBTI Awareness at the 
Person-Role-System 

Level, Jolie Bain 
Pillsbury

‘Connect, The Lead’ 
Amy J.C. Cuddly, 

Matthew Kohut, John 
Neffinger, Harvard 
Business Review 

‘Leaders as Middles’, 
Thomas Gilmore, CFAR 

Brief

‘The Dunning-Kruger 
Effect Explained’, Carly 

Vandergriendt, 
Healthline Magazine



Questions?

James C Czarniak, Lead Consultant 
JCZ Consults 
James.Czarniak@jczconsults.com

www.jczconsults.com

mailto:James.Czarniak@jczconsults.com
http://www.jczconsults.com/
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